
#!/bin/bash/
#Man entry
# Script that reads a file and outputs a list of unique words
# in the file, their frequency and total number
# Usage: wsc.sh  file  finalres
# This solution does not assume that we have a big file with all the words, without 
# duplications removed 
#End man entry
#

# use temporary files to store partial results
# remember to delete these temporary files when you do not need them anymore

tempfile0=`mktemp`
# test whether finalres exists
# if not, run the ws.sh (here named words_stat2.sh) on file and finalres (the else 
branch)
# if finalres exists, need to update it
if [ -e "$2" ]
then
   tempfile=`mktemp`
   bash words_stat2.sh $1 $tempfile 2> /dev/null
   # tempfile contains the words in the input file and their frequency 
   # call this partial result
   # remove spaces at the beginning of a line (processing needed later for cut)
   
   # remove this after testing
   echo "Partial result: "
   cat $tempfile 



   # finalc2 stores only the word column in the big statistics file 
   finalc2=`mktemp`
   cut -d' ' -f2 $2 > $finalc2
   # for this to work, need to remove spaces at the beginning of each line in $2
   # go back
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# This solution does not assume that we have a big file with all the words, without 
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#

# use temporary files to store partial results
# remember to delete these temporary files when you do not need them anymore

tempfile0=`mktemp`
# test whether finalres exists
# if not, run the ws.sh (here named words_stat2.sh) on file and finalres (the else 
branch)
# if finalres exists, need to update it
if [ -e "$2" ]
then
   tempfile=`mktemp`
   bash words_stat2.sh $1 $tempfile 2> /dev/null
   # tempfile contains the words in the input file and their frequency 
   # call this partial result
   # remove spaces at the beginning of a line (processing needed later for cut)
   sed 's/^ *//' $tempfile > $tempfile0
   cp $tempfile0 $tempfile 
   # remove this after testing
   echo "Partial result: "
   cat $tempfile 



   # finalc2 stores only the word column in the big statistics file 
   finalc2=`mktemp`
   cut -d' ' -f2 $2 > $finalc2
   # remove this after testing
   echo "Words in $2:"
   cat $finalc2
   # tempc2 stores the word column in the partial result
   tempc2=`mktemp`
   cut -d' ' -f2 $tempfile > $tempc2
   # remove this after testing
   echo "Words in partial result:"
   cat $tempc2
   # this where we start constructing the final result
   final=`mktemp`
   # remove this after testing
   echo "Words in $2 and not in partial result:"
   
   echo "Words in partial result and not in $2:"
   
   echo "Words in both $2 and partial result:"
   



   # finalc2 stores only the word column in the big statistics file 
   finalc2=`mktemp`
   cut -d' ' -f2 $2 > $finalc2
   # remove this after testing
   echo "Words in $2:"
   cat $finalc2
   # tempc2 stores the word column in the partial result
   tempc2=`mktemp`
   cut -d' ' -f2 $tempfile > $tempc2
   # remove this after testing
   echo "Words in partial result:"
   cat $tempc2
   # this where we start constructing the final result
   final=`mktemp`
   # remove this after testing
   echo "Words in $2 and not in partial result:"
   comm -23 $finalc2 $tempc2
   echo "Words in partial result and not in $2:"
   comm -13 $finalc2 $tempc2 
   echo "Words in both $2 and partial result:"
   comm -12 $finalc2 $tempc2 



   # if s is a common word, its frequency in final is the sum of 
   # the frequency of s in partial result and in statistics file
   for s in `comm -12 $finalc2 $tempc2`
     do
       i=`cat $2 | grep $s | cut -d' ' -f1`
       j=`cat $tempfile | grep $s | cut -d' ' -f1`
       k=`expr $i + $j`
       echo $k $s
       echo "$k $s" >> $final
     done
   # if s is a word in partial result but not in big statistics file, 
   # then add its entry from the partial result to final
   for s in `comm -23 $finalc2 $tempc2`
     do
       i=`cat $2 | grep $s | cut -d' ' -f1 `
       echo $i $s
       echo "$i $s" >> $final  
     done
   
   # if s is a word in big statistics file but not in the partial result,
   # then add its entry from the statistics files to final
   for s in `comm -13 $finalc2 $tempc2`
     do
       i=`cat $tempfile | grep $s | cut -d' ' -f1`
       echo $i $s
       echo "$i $s" >> $final
     done



   # if s is a common word, its frequency in final is the sum of 
   # the frequency of s in partial result and in statistics file
   for s in `comm -12 $finalc2 $tempc2`
     do
       s1="$s$"
       i=`cat $2 | egrep " "$s1 | cut -d' ' -f1`
       j=`cat $tempfile | egrep " "$s1 | cut -d' ' -f1`
       k=`expr $i + $j`
       echo $k $s
       echo "$k $s" >> $final
     done
   # if s is a word in partial result but not in big statistics file, 
   # then add its entry from the partial result to final
   for s in `comm -23 $finalc2 $tempc2`
     do
       s1="$s$"
       i=`cat $2 | egrep " "$s1 | cut -d' ' -f1 `
       echo $i $s
       echo "$i $s" >> $final  
     done
   
   # if s is a word in big statistics file but not in the partial result,
   # then add its entry from the statistics files to final
   for s in `comm -13 $finalc2 $tempc2`
     do
       s1="$s$"
       i=`cat $tempfile | egrep " "$s1 | cut -d' ' -f1`
       echo $i $s
       echo "$i $s" >> $final
     done



   # finally, sort the final result based on the words (2nd column)
     sort -k 2 < $final > $2
     rm $final
     rm $tempc2
     rm $finalc2
     rm $tempfile
else
   bash words_stat2.sh $1 $2
   sed 's/^ *//' $2 > $tempfile0
   cp $tempfile0 $2
fi
rm $tempfile0


